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Actually, yes, with some additional research we did for our own customers,
and after some discussion. The problem is, as we stated earlier, people who
purchased and licensed the threed32 component werent aware of VB.NET,

and even if we went and updated their manual/support manuals, its not
clear to us if they would be ready to make a switch. The point being, by
taking the easy path, and avoiding the problem, we could end up with a

buggy product. This is not a proven process, as of yet. It can be done, if we
have to. However, we think it would be wiser to spend some resources to

either properly support the older clients, or, do what we did: skip threed32!
On the other hand, we can also do what one of our customers did. This is
from our report on a customer who migrated to VB.NET 4.0 (VB6 Classic)

from VB.NET 3.5 (VB6) and wants to help others. He did not use threed32,
he skipped it! Here is what he did. 1. I installed the Threed32.ocx 32-bit and

64-bit Components on the target machines. I also installed the needed
32-bit and 64-bit of the ActiveThreed32.dll. I added them to the references
and linked them to the program in the IDE. 3. I added all the classes and

procs from threed32 to my VB6 project. I set the Project+Compiler options
to use the Microsoft Data Access Components (System.Data) and the

Microsoft ADO Classes (System.Data.OleDb) Although the conversion tool
will convert ALL the controls, it is wise to run a tool like the one published

by Active X Control Essentials to first clean up your project by stripping the
extra controls in your project:
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The problem is,
there are so many

companies that offer
their own threed
components that

each one may have
a different GUI than
you need. Also, they
won't share source
code, only sample
projects that are
large and very

different than what
you have. Also, there
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are "threed" project
versions and some of
them aren't valid for
".NET." I have read
over 1000 threads

on this question and
have discovered that
almost all have the
same answer: Don't

use threed
components in.NET
because they will

need to be re-written
to be.NET compliant.
If I had a crystal ball
and knew a project
was going to work
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only as a desktop
application, I would
probably use WPF.

However, I can't find
a good component
for this project that

is compliant
with.NET 4.6.0 or
later. There is a

threed component
that uses.NET 3.0, so
I'm hoping I can find
a modification of it

that's compliant with
4.6.0, or eventually
the full functionality

will be written
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in.NET. Sheridan
Active Threed Plus is
a Visual Basic.NET
ActiveX component
that allows ActiveX

component
developers to create

a rich visual
environment. The
program is just the

beginning - once you
are familiar with it,
you'll be ready to

take on any
development
project. I've

packaged the
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component, provided
a description of how

to use it, and
recommended a

sequence of tutorials
to get you up and
running. After the

first release of
Sheridan Active

Threed Plus, we plan
to roll this out in

beta form to some of
our satisfied

customers. Thats a
new version number
for you, of course,

but its also a nod of
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respect to your
patience with our
team as we work

hard to deliver the
absolutely best 3D

graphics and
animation tools on

the market. All of our
customers deserve

to see all of our work
and we're working to
complete that goal

ASAP. If you're
interested in a beta
install, let us know

via the custom
control and, of
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course, your license
key. 5ec8ef588b
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